During development, the environment exerts a profound influence on the wiring of brain circuits. Due to the limited resolution of studies in fixed tissue, this experience-dependent structural plasticity was once thought to be restricted to a specific developmental time window. The recent introduction of two-photon microscopy for in vivo imaging has opened the door to repeated monitoring of individual neurons and the study of structural plasticity mechanisms at a very fine scale. In this review, we focus on recent work showing that synaptic structural rearrangements are a key mechanism mediating neural circuit adaptation and behavioral plasticity in the adult brain. We examine this work in the context of classic studies in the visual systems of model organisms, which have laid much of the groundwork for our understanding of activity-dependent synaptic remodeling and its role in brain plasticity.
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INTRODUCTION
In vertebrates, brain connectivity and function are plastic in the sense that they can be strongly influenced by an animal's experience within its environment. This plasticity is common across brain regions and is manifest over a wide range of scales, from entire circuits to their individual neuronal components. Each neuron receives and integrates inputs from multiple sources and transforms these into relevant outputs. Altering the input activity onto even a small subset of neurons within a circuit can modify the responses of the circuit as a whole. At the simplest level, changes in input activity can occur by modulating the strength of individual synaptic connections. For example, long-term potentiation and long-term depression are mechanisms for synaptic strengthening or weakening, respectively, which can have pronounced circuit level effects (Malenka & Bear 2004) . Although long-term potentiation and long-term depression are mostly thought of as modulators of synaptic efficacy, one might imagine that in the extreme case they could lead to synaptic gain/loss. Indeed, new technologies enabling synaptic visualization in vivo are providing evidence that even the adult brain can add or remove synaptic connections (Chen & Nedivi 2010 , 2013 .
The impact of synapse formation and elimination as part of broader neuronal structural plasticity has long been appreciated during late brain development, when the connectivity of neuronal circuits is strongly influenced by experience. In studies now considered classic, David Hubel (1982) and Torsten Wiesel (1982) showed in felines and primates that normal vision is required for the appropriate development of cortical wiring supporting binocular vision. Thalamocortical afferents carrying visual drive from each eye are not hardwired. Rather, their final connectivity patterns are sculpted by activity-dependent competition during a limited developmental time window that Hubel & Wiesel (1970) termed the critical period. Implicit in the concept of a developmental critical period is that rewiring of neuronal circuits does not occur past development. Yet, the capacity to form or remove individual synaptic connections could greatly expand the storage capacity of the brain by allowing neurons to assume different partner configurations dependent on circuit requirements (Chklovskii et al. 2004 , Stepanyants et al. 2002 . In this review, we focus on recent work showing that synaptic structural rearrangements are a key mechanism mediating neural circuit adaptation and behavioral plasticity in the adult brain. We pay particular attention to studies in the visual systems of model organisms, ranging from cats and primates to rodents and amphibians, which have laid much of the groundwork for our understanding of activity-dependent synaptic remodeling and its role in brain plasticity.
EXPERIENCE IS INSTRUCTIVE TO CIRCUIT DEVELOPMENT
The capacity for experience-dependent plasticity, the ability to alter the structural connectivity and the functional efficacy of neuronal circuits, is not constant throughout life. Hubel and Wiesel were the first to establish this experimentally when they demonstrated in monkeys and cats that binocular vision is required during a postnatal critical period for normal development of cortical responses to both eyes. They showed that closing one eye, monocular deprivation (MD), during the critical period results in a permanent shift of cortical responses toward the open eye, an ocular dominance (OD) shift (Hubel & Wiesel 1970; Hubel et al. 1977; Wiesel & Hubel 1963 , 1965 . After the close of the critical period, no amount of visual deprivation could induce an OD shift. Critical periods, when the sensory environment can profoundly impact the wiring of neuronal circuits, have since been observed in a variety of model systems. The principles are now recognized as general to the development of nonvisual sensory regions, including the somatosensory and auditory cortices, and are also relevant to the development of higher-level social and cognitive functions (Hensch 2004) .
Following the demonstration that activity during development serves as a critical modifier of neuronal functional properties, Hubel and Wiesel were also the first to show the influence of activity on neuronal structure and connectivity. They injected a radiolabeled amino acid into the monkey eye to label neurons within the visual pathway and later processed the brains for autoradiography. Tangential sections through the binocular visual cortex from control animals showed a clear segregation of thalamocortical afferents into distinct columns dominated by one eye or the other, with cortical area near equally allocated to labeled and unlabeled inputs (Wiesel et al. 1974) . MD during the developmental critical period resulted in an expansion of cortical space allocated to the nondeprived eye (Hubel et al. 1977) , accompanied by a functional OD shift toward nondeprived eye responses. These observations suggested a competitive mechanism where more active afferents gain cortical territory and form more connections at the expense of less active inputs. The same mechanism was thought to bring about the natural segregation of initially intermixed inputs from the two eyes (Constantine-Paton et al. 1990 , Shatz 1990 , prenatally in monkeys (Hubel et al. 1977 , Rakic 1976 ) and just after birth in cats (LeVay et al. 1978) .
Experiments in the optic tectum of the highly visual frog, Rana pipiens, further established that activity-driven competition between afferents from the two eyes is sufficient to induce the developmental segregation of their central terminals and that disrupting the balance between them could alter their allocation of tectal space. In amphibians, visual inputs are fully crossed so that right eye afferents innervate only the left optic tectum and left eye afferents the right. However, competition for the same target can be induced by transplanting a supernumerary third eye primordium into the diencephalon of developing embryos. This causes the optic tectum on one side to be innervated by both the normal and the supernumerary eye. The functional additional eye competes with the normal eye for space in the optic tectum, and inputs from the two eyes form stripes similar to the OD columns in primary visual cortex of monkeys and cats (ConstantinePaton & Law 1978) . Action potential blockade with tetrodotoxin results in desegregation of the eye-specific stripes. In subsequent experiments (Cline et al. 1987 ), a slow-release plastic infused with the N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor antagonist aminophosphonovaleric acid (APV) was placed over the tecta of tadpoles innervated by a normal and a supernumerary retina. In this experiment, the retinal inputs desegregated and overlapped, but removal of the drug resulted in their resegregation once NMDA receptor activity recovered. Because the optic tectum is not normally dually innervated, the ability of the third eye to form tectal connections that are spatially segregated from the normal eye is, to this day, one of the strongest demonstrations that activity-dependent competition is the major determinant of OD column segregation and maintenance, rather than molecular cues (Reh & Constantine-Paton 1985) . These experiments in the amphibian retinotectal system were also the first to show the requirement for the NMDA receptor in activity-dependent developmental competition, suggesting that this molecular coincidence detector required for synaptic strengthening links activity patterns with connectivity outcomes (Constantine-Paton et al. 1990) .
Although in the cat and monkey, anatomical changes went hand in hand with the alterations in circuit function, whether the structural rearrangements were the underlying basis of the functional shift in OD was less clear. Several days are required for detecting an MD-induced functional OD shift. Yet several weeks of deprivation are required to detect the gross circuit level alterations visible by autoradiography. Because autoradiography is not sensitive enough to resolve fine changes in individual afferents, in order to directly label single thalamocortical afferents and monitor the role of activity in their development, Phaseolus lectin was injected into lamina A of both the right and left cat lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN). The axons carrying this protein could be identified by post hoc immunohistochemistry in fixed preparations, representing the deprived eye in one hemisphere and the nondeprived eye in the other. This approach allowed comparison of the two populations by examining the two hemispheres of visual cortex in the same animal. Brief MD induced significant shrinkage of the deprived eye's axonal arbors, demonstrating rapid structural alterations shortly after MD (Antonini & Stryker 1993b) . With longer MD, the initial shrinkage was followed by expansion of nondeprived eye arbors (Antonini & Stryker 1996) . These findings demonstrated that the anatomical rearrangement of individual thalamic afferents in response to MD occurs on a sufficiently fast timescale to account for a functional OD shift.
Given earlier studies in the neuromuscular junction (Sanes & Lichtman 1999) and of thalamic axon arborization in the cortex (LeVay et al. 1978 , Rakic 1976 , the thought was that overproduction of neural connections with later activity-dependent pruning was a general developmental theme. However, studies of LGN innervation in kittens revealed that activity was also critical for the initial development of retinogeniculate afferents. Similar to thalamocortical afferents in the primary visual cortex, retinogeniculate afferents from both eyes initially overlap in the LGN before segregating into eye-specific regions (Shatz 1983) . Despite this similarity, retinogeniculate afferent segregation does not seem to occur by refinement of initially overlapping axonal arbors. Early in development, retinogeniculate axons appeared simpler than arbors later in development. Instead of an initially widespread arbor that is eventually refined to its ultimate structure, axonal arbors showed a gradual increase in elaboration with only minimal retractions of some side branches (Sretavan & Shatz 1984 , 1986b . Enucleation prior to this developmental stage revealed that inputs from both eyes are required for segregated retinogeniculate arbor ingrowth into eye-specific layers, suggesting that, as in the three-eyed frogs, competition (rather than molecular markers) leads to segregation of afferents from the two eyes (Sretavan & Shatz 1986a) . Later, implantation of minipumps chronically delivering tetrodotoxin to the optic nerves of fetal cats further showed that activity was required for the segregation of eye-specific inputs but not for the elaboration of retinogeniculate arbors , Sretavan et al. 1988 .
If visual experience is a requirement for circuit refinement, how do areas that develop prior to eye opening undergo circuit optimization? A closed eye does not necessarily mean no retinal activity. Prior to eye opening, random calcium waves sweeping across the retina coactivate adjacent retinal ganglion cells (Wong et al. 1995) . Disrupting these waves disrupts eye-specific segregation of retinogeniculate afferents (Penn et al. 1998) . Activity resulting from retinal calcium waves propagates throughout the entire visual system and is the dominant source of visual activity prior to eye opening . Because this retinal activity is random it results in asynchronous activity between the two eyes, a feature critical to normal development of eye-specific inputs (Stryker & Strickland 1984 , Zhang et al. 2012 , and is instructive for the early development of circuit function (Burbridge et al. 2014 , Feller 2009 ). Thus, developmental experience-dependent plasticity essentially follows the Hebbian learning rule "neurons that fire together, wire together" (Constantine-Paton et al. 1990 , Hebb 1949 .
These studies were foundational in terms of our thinking about the role of activity in the development of brain circuitry; however, the methods applied were not able to reveal the existence of similar processes in the adult brain.
CLASSIC ANATOMY VERSUS MODERN IMAGING METHODS
In the feline and primate cortex, where visual inputs from the two eyes are spatially segregated, methods for visualizing afferents typically involved injection of one eye with an anterograde transneuronal tracer, such as tritiated proline, tritiated fucose, or wheat germ agglutinin conjugated to horseradish peroxidase, at specific developmental time points or following visual manipulations. Animals were later perfused with a fixative, and their brains sliced into thin sections for autoradiography and staining with the enzyme horseradish peroxidase, or other postmortem histological staining techniques (Hubel et al. 1977; Law et al. 1988; LeVay et al. 1978 LeVay et al. , 1980 Ruthazer et al. 1999; . Such methods can detect populations of terminals that are separated into discrete eye-specific zones and change as a group, but they would not resolve changes in single terminal arbors. When circuitry is poorly segregated, anatomical studies have relied on serial reconstruction and tracing techniques, whereby individual neurons are filled with biocytin (Callaway 1998 , Yabuta & Callaway 1998 , Lucifer yellow (Callaway & Katz 1992) , or the enzyme horseradish peroxidase (Gilbert & Wiesel 1979; McGuire et al. 1984 McGuire et al. , 1991 . Alternatively, afferent fibers are filled by anterograde transport of Phaseolus lectin (Antonini et al. 1998 (Antonini et al. , 1999 Antonini & Stryker 1993a ,b, 1996 injected into the LGN, by biocytin injected into the cortex (Darian-Smith & Gilbert 1994 , Malach et al. 1993 , or by retrograde uptake of fluorescent latex microspheres injected into the cortex (Callaway & Katz 1990 . Labeling is always followed by serial reconstruction of the fixed tissue and/or tracing of individual arbors.
All of these anatomical techniques provide only static pictures of a dynamic system. Moreover, because they require tissue fixation, there is no option of comparing before and after treatment. Differences between experimental populations have to be large enough to detect when averaged across an entire sample population, and thus significantly larger than the general variance in the size and shape of individual neurons within the population. Given the scale of change that occurs during development and the robust effect of visual manipulations across the population, these anatomical methods were clearly sufficient for resolving structural plasticity. However, if changes in the adult happen on a smaller scale, are unequal across the sample population, and have netzero growth, it is perhaps unrealistic to expect that they would be detected using conventional anatomical techniques. To detect and monitor structural changes that are within the variance of the neuronal population studied, one would need to follow the same cells over time.
The first experiments allowing the chronic tracking of individual terminals in the same animal came from studies in the developing Xenopus retinotectal system. The transparency of the Xenopus tadpole allowed relatively easy in vivo visualization of individual tectal neurons or retinotectal axons labeled with the lipophilic dye DiI over several days using fast-scanning confocal microscopy. The ability to image the same neurons in vivo at short time intervals revealed that structural changes in dendritic and axonal arbors can occur very rapidly (Witte et al. 1996 , Wu et al. 1999 ) and are strongly influenced by patterned activity (Rajan & Cline 1998 , Sin et al. 2002 . Using the vaccinia virus, foreign proteins were introduced into retinal or tectal neurons revealing the role of important plasticity molecules, such as CaMKII, CPG15, and Homer, on neuronal structure in vivo. This proved to be a powerful tool for elucidating the cellular role of various molecular signals on the development and growth of dendritic and axonal arbors, long before such experiments were possible in a mammalian system (Cantallops et al. 2000 , Javaherian & Cline 2005 , Li et al. 2000 , Nedivi et al. 1998 .
Only after the introduction and development of two-photon microscopy for biological imaging (Denk et al. 1990; Helmchen et al. 1999; Maletic-Savatic et al. 1999; Shi et al. 1999; Svoboda et al. 1996 Svoboda et al. , 1997 Svoboda et al. , 1999 , combined with the advent of fluorescent protein use for labeling individual cells (Chalfie et al. 1994 , Moriyoshi et al. 1996 , did similar experiments monitoring individual neuronal structures in vivo over time become possible in the mammalian brain (Figure 1a-e) . The first of these studies was performed in the two-week-old rat barrel cortex, where highly motile dendritic spines and filopodia were observed on dendrites imaged at 10-min intervals. Trimming whiskers on the contralateral side led to a decrease in this motility only in the barrel cortex and no other somatosensory region, suggesting that the dynamics of these fine structural changes were correlated with experiencedependent plasticity . Dendritic spine dynamics were also modified by sensory experience in the developing mouse visual cortex, where MD led to an increase in spine dynamics and right subpanels show a postsynaptic density protein 95 (PSD-95)-mCherry alone, three-channel merge, and Teal-gephyrin alone, respectively. Arrows denote dynamic synapses. Inhibitory synapses in panel h appear on days 8 and 9 (d8 and d9). The excitatory synapse in panel g disappears on day 4 (d4), and its spine is removed on day 6 (d6). (Majewska & Sur 2003 , Mataga et al. 2004 , Oray et al. 2004 ). During postnatal development of both primary somatosensory and visual cortices in mice, spine eliminations dominated over additions, suggesting a refinement process that continued into adulthood (Grutzendler et al. 2002 , Holtmaat et al. 2005 , Zuo et al. 2005 . In mice, by the second postnatal week, the majority of spines contained excitatory synapses (Blue & Parnavelas 1983a,b) , so these dendritic protrusions can be considered morphological surrogates for excitatory synaptic presence, especially if they have been present for at least 4 days ). Thus, their elimination and addition likely represented the removal and addition, respectively, of excitatory synapses. The high spine dynamics coinciding with developmental critical periods in multiple sensory areas, as well as their responsiveness in paradigms of experience-dependent plasticity such as whisker trimming or MD, suggest that, in addition to arbor refinement, synapse refinement through activity-driven spine dynamics can facilitate partner selection. Once critical periods end, there is a clear quantitative decline in spine dynamics with age (Grutzendler et al. 2002 , Holtmaat et al. 2005 , Zuo et al. 2005 , consistent with prior views of a hardwired adult brain after critical period closure.
FUNCTIONAL PLASTICITY IN THE MATURE BRAIN
The lack of extensive structural rewiring in the adult brain in response to manipulations of the sensory periphery led to a prevailing view that, once past the critical period, the brain was essentially hardwired. This was despite the fact that studies using single-electrode recordings found evidence for functional remapping in sensory cortices in mature animals. Studies in the somatosensory system showed that, after finger amputation in adult monkeys, the region innervated by this finger in the somatosensory cortex eventually began responding to the two adjacent fingers (Merzenich et al. 1984) . Similarly, surgically attaching two fingers together led to a merging of their adjacent cortical projection regions (Clark et al. 1988 ). In the auditory cortex, ablations of small regions in the cochlea, selectively eliminating perception of the corresponding frequencies, resulted in cortical remapping of nearby frequencies to the deafferented cortical regions (Robertson & Irvine 1989) . Focal retinal lesions also revealed post-critical period plasticity in the visual cortex. Neurons in the primary visual cortex innervated by the lesioned part of the retina were initially silenced, but this was followed by a filling-in process, whereby the neurons in the silenced lesion projection zone (LPZ) began responding to the same retinal stimuli as the surrounding cortex (Gilbert & Wiesel 1992 , Kaas et al. 1990 .
In these initial studies, the observed remapping occurred within a 1-or 2-mm range, similar in size to thalamocortical axon projection zones, and thus could be explained without invoking structural remodeling. But deafferentation studies in monkeys showed that adult functional plasticity was possible on a much larger scale. In monkeys, a decade after nerves from a forelimb were severed, remapping was shown to occur over a distance of as much as 10 mm. The cortical region originally responsive to the deafferented forelimb became responsive to sensory stimuli normally mapping to adjacent facial representation areas (Pons et al. 1991) . Similar results were seen from human amputees and were found to occur within as little as 4 weeks after amputation (Ramachandran et al. 1992 ). This was thought to be too short an interval for structural remapping in the cortex so the functional changes were attributed to a reweighing of existing synapses. In this hypothesis, preexisting but functionally silenced thalamocortical connections from cortical areas neighboring the LPZ are unmasked by the loss of the previously dominant afferents from the amputated area (Ramachandran et al. 1992) . Post hoc analysis of deafferented regions soon began to suggest otherwise.
In cats that were given retinal lesions and injections of biocytin just outside of the LPZ, axons projecting to the LPZ showed denser labeling than ones projecting to the unaffected surrounding cortex. This suggested that outgrowth from normal surrounding regions into deafferented territory may play a role in the reorganization process, leading to the functional fill-in of the LPZ (DarianSmith & Gilbert 1994). The role, if any, of the thalamocortical afferents remained unclear. Later, electrode recordings from cats and monkeys showed that, even after remapping had occurred in the cortex, there was still a silent region in the LGN corresponding to the lesioned part of the retina (Darian-Smith & Gilbert 1995). The ability of intracortical, but not thalamocortical, afferents to structurally remodel past the critical period was consistent with functional studies recording from the cat visual cortex suggesting that a degree of OD plasticity was maintained in superficial layers of the cortex after the thalamocortical circuit was stabilized (Daw et al. 1992 ). Intracortical and thalamic afferents were also examined in the deafferented regions of the somatosensory cortex of monkeys after accidental forearm injuries. Tracers injected into the area representing the hand in normal monkeys, and the equivalent region in injured monkeys, revealed an increase in intracortical afferents but no difference in the density of labeled thalamocortical afferents (Florence et al. 1998) . Similarly, trimming all but two whiskers in adult rats led to an increase in their paired responses within layer 2/3 (L2/3) but not L4 of barrel cortex (Diamond et al. 1993 ).
Although one surprising study in the rat barrel cortex found that whisker trimming could still induce thalamocortical axon restructuring, specifically a 25% reduction in arbor sizes (Oberlaender et al. 2012) , the general trend suggests that in the adult brain thalamocortical circuitry is more structurally stable than the intracortical circuitry.
Altogether, these experiments, on top of a large body of literature suggesting an increase in synapse number in response to learning (Greenough et al. 1979 (Greenough et al. , 1985 Greenough & Volkmar 1973; Sirevaag & Greenough 1987; Volkmar & Greenough 1972) , were suggestive of at least some capacity for new synapse formation and potentially limited afferent growth in mediating plasticity in the adult cortex. Because these structural changes are on a much smaller scale than ones occurring during development, the classic methodologies so successfully used in developmental studies were not sensitive enough to draw strong conclusions regarding the extent of adult circuit remodeling. It was not until the advent of new cell labeling and imaging technologies that allowed repeated monitoring of individual dendrites and axons in vivo that, as discussed below, the evidence for changes in circuit structure in the adult brain became indisputable.
DENDRITIC AND AXONAL ARBOR STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS IN ADULT VISUAL CORTEX
Although the new imaging methods were initially used to study developmental remodeling, perhaps their biggest impact has been in demonstrating remodeling in the adult brain, where the scale and type of structural changes are virtually invisible by classic anatomical methods. The contribution of in vivo imaging to our understanding of experience-dependent plasticity in the adult brain comes mostly from sensory cortices owing to their relative accessibility through a cranial window (Figure 2) (Holtmaat et al. 2009 ). The first in vivo imaging studies of cells in the adult brain labeled with a fluorescent protein fill revealed that the dendritic arbors of pyramidal neurons in visual, somatosensory, and olfactory cortices are extremely stable over weeks to months (Lee et al. 2006 , Mizrahi & Katz 2003 , Trachtenberg et al. 2002 . Consistent with the classical anatomical studies, they remained unchanged after manipulations to the sensory periphery, such as whisker trimming (Trachtenberg et al. 2002) , environmental enrichment and olfactory learning (Mizrahi & Katz 2003) , MD (Chen et al. 2012) , or retinal scotomas (Keck et al. 2008) .
In the case of inhibitory interneurons, in vivo imaging in the adult yielded some unexpected findings. Although inhibitory interneuron dendritic arbors proved largely stable, unlike those of pyramidal neurons, the branch tips of inhibitory interneuron dendrites showed significant extensions and retractions over the course of several weeks (Lee et al. 2006) . A large fraction of the dynamic events involved addition and elimination of new branches on tertiary dendrites at the arbor periphery (Lee et al. 2008 ) and represented the gain and loss of multiple synapses per dendritic segment (Chen et al. 2011b) . The capacity to remodel dendritic segments at the arbor periphery was common to all interneuron subtypes as long as they were located within a dynamic zone corresponding to the superficial 100 or so microns of L2/3. Interneurons of the same subtypes in L1 or deeper than the dynamic zone did not remodel. Branch tips of remodeling interneurons did not extend past the lower dynamic zone border (Lee et al. 2008) . Thus, dendritic arbor remodeling in the adult not only has a cell-type specificity, restricted to inhibitory interneurons, but also appears to be circuit specific in its restricted laminar location. Of note, the dynamic zone for interneuron remodeling in the neocortex corresponds to the laminar location shown in physiological studies to be susceptible to functional plasticity in the adult (Daw et al. 1992 , Diamond et al. 1994 . The general features of interneuron remodeling are not unique to the primary visual cortex; these features are also evident in somatosensory and higher-order visual cortices and are likely integral to the neocortical microcircuit (Chen et al. 2011a ). Similar to remodeling events during Cortical circuits accessible through a cranial window. This schematic shows the neuron types accessible in vivo with one-photon, two-photon, or three-photon microscopy. Axons are illustrated as thin lines. One-photon techniques, such as confocal microscopy, cannot image more than a few tens of microns into scattering tissue. Two-photon microscopy can provide high synaptic resolution images throughout 300-400 µm of tissue. Three-photon microscopy can image as deep as a millimeter, and the resolution currently allows cellular but not synaptic imaging. Cortical layer thicknesses according to DeFelipe et al. (2002) .
development, interneuron branch tip dynamics are responsive to sensory experience. MD as well as binocular deprivation (BD) increases the rate of branch tip retractions, exclusively in binocular V1 (Chen et al. 2011b ). In the case of MD, initial retractions are followed by an increase in additions, whereas after BD, retractions continue. The lack of additions in the BD animal suggests that these additions are not homeostatic compensations in response to the decrease in visual drive but rather are constructive events meditating restructuring of nondeprived eye connections. The fact that monocular V1 responds with a transient decrease in dynamics, instead of an increase, further
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suggests that events in binocular V1 are driven by competitive interactions between the two eyes. Perhaps the capacity of inhibitory neuron dendrites to remodel in response to sensory deprivation accounts for the one reported example of dendritic arbor rearrangements in response to whisker trimming in the adult (Hickmott & Steen 2005) , because in this case they could not discriminate the neuron subtype. The remodeling of inhibitory interneuron dendritic arbors is, not surprisingly, accompanied by changes to their axons (Chen et al. 2011b) . When interneuron dendrites retract in response to deprivation and lose excitatory inputs, their output is also dialed down by removal of axonal boutons. The architecture of axonal arbors remains largely stable in the adult rodent and macaque neocortex, but individual axons of excitatory and inhibitory neurons in visual and somatosensory cortices can be dynamic, with branch tips extending or retracting on the order of tens of microns over several days (De Paola et al. 2006; Marik et al. 2010 Marik et al. , 2014 Stettler et al. 2006; Yamahachi et al. 2009 ). Under normal conditions, these changes represent only a small percentage of the total axonal arbor. However, major loss of sensory input can lead to profound axonal restructuring. Retinal lesions in monkeys induce large-scale sprouting and pruning of excitatory and inhibitory axonal arbors (Marik et al. 2014 , Yamahachi et al. 2009 . A similar result can be induced by whisker trimming in the mouse barrel cortex (Marik et al. 2010) . Because the segments being added or removed contain boutons, axonal remodeling events obviously represent the addition or removal of synapses. Boutons on stable axons are also dynamic (more on this below in Section 6).
In vivo imaging confirmed the overall stability of neuronal arbors in the adult, as expected from classical anatomy, and revealed that interneuron dendritic arbors are capable of small-scale branch tip growth and remodeling. It also validated earlier findings showing that axons are capable of peripheral remodeling, especially when challenged with large-scale perturbations to the sensory periphery. Perhaps the biggest contribution of this modern anatomical method has been the discovery that across the stable excitatory dendritic scaffold there is significant capacity for synaptic remodeling.
SYNAPSE DYNAMICS IN ADULT VISUAL CORTEX AND THE ROLE OF EXPERIENCE
The presence of dendritic spines has long been considered a hallmark of excitatory neuronal morphology (Beaulieu & Colonnier 1985) . Electron microscopy (EM) showed that dendritic spine heads were the sites of excitatory synaptic innervation onto pyramidal neurons and that most dendritic spines harbor an excitatory synapse (Harris et al. 1989 ). Thus, spine number and density were considered representative of excitatory innervation and indicators of normal circuit health and development (Rochefort & Konnerth 2012) . One of the first surprises of in vivo imaging in the adult brain was how dynamic dendritic spines were, given that their removal and addition essentially represent the removal and addition of synaptic sites on the stable arbor. Although in the adult mouse brain the majority of dendritic spines on pyramidal neurons are stable, there is a significant amount of spine turnover under baseline conditions. The baseline rates of spine turnover vary between cortical areas; spines on L2/3 pyramidal neurons in the somatosensory cortex are more dynamic than those in the visual cortex (Holtmaat et al. 2005 , Majewska et al. 2006 . Spine dynamics can also vary between neurons from different layers in the same region. Spines on L2/3 pyramidal neurons are more stable than those on the L5 pyramidal neuron apical tufts that course through L2/3 (Holtmaat et al. 2005) . Sensory manipulations can strongly influence spine dynamics, and here too there is cell-type specificity. In mice, adult MD increases spine dynamics on L5 apical dendrites (Hofer et al. 2009 ) but not on L2/3 pyramidal neurons (Chen et al. 2012 , Hofer et al. 2009 ). Retinal lesions can result in an almost complete turnover of preexisting dendritic spines on L5 apical dendrites (Keck et al. 2008) . A subpopulation of inhibitory neurons also have dendritic spines that carry excitatory synapses (Kawaguchi et al. 2006 , Keck et al. 2011 , and these spines as well respond to retinal lesions (Keck et al. 2011) .
Axonal boutons representing presynaptic terminals in the adult are also dynamic in a celltype-specific manner, even under normal conditions (De Paola et al. 2006 , Stettler et al. 2006 . Neocortical neurons that are accessible to imaging, L2/3 neurons as well as pyramidal neurons from deeper layers with apical tufts projecting into L2/3 and L1, receive excitatory inputs from multiple sources (Figure 2) . These include thalamocortical afferents as well as intracortical connections from different lamina. Tracking the bouton dynamics on axons of targeted populations found that the thalamocortical afferents are largely stable (De Paola et al. 2006) . L6 axons had the most dynamic bouton population, followed by L2/3 axons. Boutons on inhibitory axons are also dynamic under baseline conditions, and their dynamics are influenced by experience-dependent plasticity (Chen et al. 2011b; Marik et al. 2010 Marik et al. , 2014 .
Overall, the capacity for spine dynamics to rewire the local microcircuit in the adult through excitatory synapse addition and elimination seems excessive in relation to the rates of bouton turnover (De Paola et al. 2006 , Holtmaat et al. 2005 , Majewska et al. 2006 . One potential reason for this discrepancy is that not all spine dynamics may actually represent excitatory synaptic changes. Newly formed spines fall into two dynamic classes. The first includes transient spines, the most dynamic category of spines, which form de novo and are removed within a few days. Transient spines may not appose a bouton . In fact, recent in vivo imaging studies, where the postsynaptic density protein 95 (PSD-95) is tagged with a second fluorescent tag that is spectrally complementary to the spine fill (Figure 1f-h) , show that transient spines usually lack PSD-95 (Cane et al. 2014 , Villa et al. 2016 . The second type of dynamic spines are ones that persist for at least 4 days, gain PSD-95, and then remain for weeks to months (Cane et al. 2014 , Holtmaat et al. 2005 , Villa et al. 2016 . Only the persistent category may in fact represent stable changes to circuit connectivity, and these may be the only ones with a concomitant change to the matching presynaptic bouton. However, even dynamic spines that persist may not require a change to the presynaptic bouton. One study found that the majority of newly formed spines formed onto multisynaptic boutons with preexisting synapses ). This suggests a competitive mechanism where new spines form and compete with preexisting spines for stable presynaptic boutons.
Because there is no structural surrogate for inhibitory synapses comparable to spines for excitatory synapses, their in vivo characterization has lagged behind that of their excitatory counterparts. The recent introduction of two-color two-photon imaging has enabled, for the first time, the direct monitoring of inhibitory synapses by expressing the fluorescently tagged inhibitory postsynaptic scaffolding protein gephyrin in addition to a cell fill (Figure 1f-h) (Chen et al. 2012 , van Versendaal et al. 2012 . One of the most surprising findings from these studies was that a large fraction of inhibitory synapses on pyramidal neurons are located on dendritic spines rather than on the shaft. Although EM studies had previously reported the existence of inhibitory synapses on spines ( Jones & Powell 1969 , Kubota et al. 2007 , their prevalence had not previously been appreciated due to the low sampling capacity of EM. One-third of all inhibitory synapses were found located on spines, always side by side with an excitatory synapse (Chen et al. 2012) . A second important finding was that inhibitory synapses on these dually innervated spines are significantly more dynamic than inhibitory shaft synapses and the dendritic spines themselves (Chen et al. 2012 , van Versendaal et al. 2012 , Villa et al. 2016 . They are also more responsive to MD than spines (Chen et al. 2012 , van Versendaal et al. 2012 , Villa et al. 2016 . In terms of synaptic changes on neocortical pyramidal arbors, there is no question that inhibitory synapses are by far the most dynamic category. Short-term in vivo imaging of synapse dynamics at 24-h intervals shows that one reason for the high dynamics of inhibitory spine synapses is that many are eliminated and reoccur at the same location on a relatively short timescale. These findings suggest a potentially different logic behind inhibitory synapse dynamics relative to excitatory synapses (Figure 3) . Rather than exchanging or sampling new partners, these inhibitory synapse dynamics allow high-precision local modulation of specific circuit elements. Because dually innervated spines are extremely stable, as are the excitatory synapses on these spines (Villa et al. 2016) , recurrent inhibitory dynamics could serve to effectively add or eliminate these essentially hardwired synapses. An immuno-EM study reports that dually innervated spines in L2/3 are preferentially innervated by axons positive for VGLUT2, a marker for subcortical, presumably thalamic, inputs (Kubota et al. 2007) . It is interesting to think that stable feed-forward inputs onto dually innervated L2/3 spines can still be taken on/off line through sensory modulation of inhibitory synaptic presence.
CONCLUSIONS
In summary, structural remodeling of neuronal circuits is a common underlying feature of brain plasticity across developmental ages and cortical regions. The key difference between the 28 Berry · Nedivi developing and adult brain is one of scale. During development, large-scale alterations in axonal and dendritic arbors mediate an immense capacity for experience-dependent plasticity. Later in adults, structural plasticity occurs on a finer scale and permits exchanging partners within local circuits. The capacity for adult structural plasticity appears to be more pronounced in some neuronal types and in some circuits more than others. Inhibitory neurons and synapses maintain a significant dynamic capacity in the adult and are particularly responsive to changes in experience, suggesting that modifications to inhibitory circuits are a dominant force in adult experience-dependent plasticity. Intracortical excitatory circuits, especially in the superficial lamina, maintain some degree of functional, and to a lesser extent structural, plasticity more so than the thalamocortical inputs that dominate developmental experience-dependent plasticity.
Aside from the lower magnitude of excitatory synaptic changes in the adult, as compared to inhibitory ones, excitatory synapse dynamics appear to follow a different logic than inhibitory dynamics. Excitatory synapses are generally very stable once established in the naive animal, but many spines are added and removed all along the dendritic branch on a relatively rapid timescale. These short-lived transient spines potentially represent a sampling strategy to search for and create connections with new presynaptic partners, and most of these attempts fail. In contrast, many inhibitory synapses are added and removed at the same location on a rapid timescale and likely represent input-specific regulation at particular dendritic locales (Figure 3 , based on Villa et al. 2016 ).
SUMMARY POINTS
1. During development, the ultimate wiring of neuronal circuits is determined by sensory experience. Disrupting normal vision during a restricted developmental window, the critical period, induces large-scale changes in visual circuit connectivity.
2. Although there are many examples of functional plasticity in adult primary sensory areas, studies in fixed tissue are not sufficiently sensitive to reveal the extent of experiencedependent structural plasticity.
3. The recent introduction of two-photon microscopy for in vivo imaging has opened the door to chronic monitoring of individual neurons and the study of structural plasticity mechanisms at a very fine scale.
4. The capacity for adult structural plasticity appears to be more pronounced in some neuronal cell types and circuits.
5. Intracortical excitatory circuits, especially in the superficial lamina, maintain some degree of functional, and to a lesser extent structural, plasticity in the adult brain, in contrast to the thalamocortical inputs that dominate developmental experience-dependent plasticity.
6. Inhibitory neurons and synapses in the adult are particularly dynamic and are responsive to changes in experience, suggesting that modifications to inhibitory circuits are a dominant force in adult experience-dependent plasticity.
7. Dendritic spine dynamics reflect sampling of potential partners and selection of new contacts, leading to circuit rewiring.
8. Inhibitory synapses can be added and removed at stable sites and may not always represent changes of synaptic partners but rather reversible modulation of excitatory circuits. 3. Does inhibitory circuit refinement during development follow rules similar to those of excitatory circuits? How do inhibitory synapse and interneuron branch tip dynamics differ between the adult and developing brain?
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